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JANUARY 2017

Lost Girls
Merrie Destefano
Fight Club meets Black Swan—Rachel wakes up in a ditch to
find she doesn’t remember the last year of her life, and that
everything—including herself—is vastly different than she
remembers.
Yesterday, Rachel went to sleep listening to Taylor Swift, curled up in her
grammy’s quilt, worrying about geometry. Today, she woke up in a ditch,
bloodied, bruised, and missing a year of her life.
She doesn’t recognize the person she’s become: she’s popular. She wears
nothing but black.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 1/3/2017
9781633756052 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 360 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633756069

M AR K E T I N G

Lost Girls Teaser Clues: Should
feature the pictures of Rachel, Emily,
Hannah, Madison, Nicole, Haley, and
Brooke, the other 6 girls who have gone
missing, but not turned up again over the
last 3 months, and details of their lives
including when/where they went missing,
when they went to school, hobbies, etc.
like a real FBI Case. And the possible
suspects.
Pitch to Owl Crate: For inclusion in one
of their monthly boxes (would have to be
in March or later)
3+ = +3%

Black to cover the blood.
And she can fight.
Tell no one.
She’s not the only girl to go missing within the last year…but she’s the only
girl to come back. She desperately wants to unravel what happened to her, to
try and recover the rest of the Lost Girls.
But the more she discovers, the more her memories return. And as much as
her new life scares her, it calls to her. Seductively. The good girl gone bad,
sex, drugs, and raves, and something darker…something she still craves—the
rush of the fight, the thrill of the win—something she can’t resist, that might
still get her killed…
The only rule is: There are no rules.
Born in the Midwest, former magazine editor Merrie Destefano currently lives in Southern
California with her husband, two German shepherds, a Siamese cat, and the occasional
wandering possum. Her favorite hobbies are reading speculative fiction and watching old Star
Trek episodes, and her incurable addiction is writing. She loves to camp in the mountains,
walk on the beach, watch old movies, and listen to alternative music—although rarely all at
the same time. www.merriedestefano.com
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Island of Exiles
Erica Cameron
In this diverse, gritty survival fantasy, a girl warrior turns
against her island clan to find the brother they claim died,
uncovering secrets. Perfect for fans of Graceling and Snow
Like Ashes.
On the storm-torn desert island of Shiara, death is inevitable.
The clan comes before self, and protecting her home means Khya is a warrior
above all else.
Leaving the clan is a betrayal and a death sentence.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / S C I E N C E
FI C T I O N
Entangled: Teen | 1/3/2017
9781633755925 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633755963

M AR K E T I N G

Nothiel Citizenship Test / Quiz:
Readers will have to confront whether
they would most likely pass or die trying
Nothiel World Building: Fantasy
worlds are so much more REAL when
accompanied by a map or detailed
storyboard with costumes, types of
dangers that Sabre and Arrow will face,
so we should create these for the
website and/or as downloadable /
printable documents.
Pitch to Owl Crate: For inclusion in one
of their monthly boxes

But they’ve already betrayed her. And their thousand-year secrets reach
around the world.
To save her brother’s life and keep her island from dissolving into the sea,
her only choice is to turn against her clan and go on the run in a world where
every breath is a battle.
Erica is many things, but most notably a writer, reader, choreographer, movie and musical
theater-nut, sucker for romance, and quasi-recluse. After graduating with a double major in
psychology and creative writing from Florida State, she began pursuing her career as an
author. She loves the beach but hates the heat, has equal passions for Salvador Dali, Venetian
Carnival masks, unique jewelry, and dreams of traveling the world on a cruise ship. Or a
private yacht. You know, whatever works.
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Thief of Lies
Brenda Drake
Fans of Harry Potter and Cinderella's Dress will love this
refreshing tale of a girl who discovers a different realm hidden
inside the world's most beautiful libraries.
Gia Kearns would rather spar with boys than kiss them. That is, until Arik, a
leather clad hottie in the Boston Athenaeum, suddenly disappears. While
examining the book of world libraries he abandoned, Gia unwittingly speaks
the key that sucks her and her friends into a photograph and transports them
into a Paris library, where Arik and his Sentinels—magical knights charged
with protecting humans from the creatures traveling across the gateway
books—rescue them from a demonic hound.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 1/3/2017
9781633756021 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781633752214
Ebook ISBN: 9781633752221

M AR K E T I N G

Interview with Character: Include an
exclusive interview with Gia in copies
destined for B&N in the US and
Chapters / Indigo in Canada
Sample Chapters: Include some sample
chapters of Guardian of Secrets in the
paperback of Thief of Lies
Interview With Author: Include an
exclusive interview with Brenda Drake in
copies destined for B&N in the US and
Chapters / Indigo in Canada

Jumping into some of the world's most beautiful libraries would be a dream
come true for Gia, if she weren’t busy resisting forbidden love or dodging an
exiled wizard seeking revenge on both the Mystik and human worlds. Add a
French vixen obsessed with Arik and a flirtation with a young wizard, and Gia
must choose between her heart and her head, between Arik's world and her
own, before both are destroyed.
Brenda Drake grew up the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new
kid at school. Her fondest memories growing up are of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s
animated tales, which gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she
would choose to write stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or
hanging out with her family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads
someplace quiet.
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Guardian of Secrets
Brenda Drake
Fans of Cinderella's Dress and Cassandra Clare will love this
refreshing tale of a girl who discovers a different realm hidden
inside the world's most beautiful libraries.
Saving him could end her world.

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 2/7/2017
9781633755918 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Hardcover | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Tour of the World’s Most Beautiful
Libraries featured in Guardian of Secrets.
Develop Downloadable Book featuring
Key Words for the Mystik World to
include as part of a unique, fan-specific
pre-order campaign gift
Create a Library Kit for the Library
Jumpers series with Printable Posters,
Bookmarks, Bookclub Questions, and
Printable characters for swoony puppet
fun
Buzzfeed Style Quiz: What does your
fave Library Jumpers’ Character Say
About You?

When the Wizard Council sends Gia Kearns to the small town of Branford,
Connecticut, she thinks life in hiding with her family, friends, and Arik in tow
won't be all that dreadful. But she was wrong. Nick struggles to control his
growing powers, Deidre and Pop are getting close, and a neighbor girl captures
Arik’s attention. Jealousies and mistrusts arise within the tight group, making
life in the idyllic East Coast town anything but charming.
As Gia and Nick jump to some of the most stunning libraries in search for the
remaining Chiavi, a new threat arises within the libraries. During one of their
searches, Gia trips a trap door in one of the libraries, sending her and Bastien
to a wasteland full of danger and secrets. To return to her family and friends,
Gia will have to make a sacrifice, one that will cost her someone she loves.
Brenda Drake grew up the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new
kid at school. Her fondest memories growing up are of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s
animated tales, which gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she
would choose to write stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or
hanging out with her family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads
someplace quiet.
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Off the Ice
Julie Cross
The NY Times and USA TODAY bestselling author of Whatever
Life Throws at You kicks off a brand-new series perfect for
fans of Miranda Kennealy and Abbi Glines.
Next season was supposed to be his year. Junior Tate Tanley had big plans to
ride the varsity bench most of the season, but when the Otters star goalie
storms out of the arena during the first home game of the season, Tate is in
the spotlight and under the gun.

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 2/7/2017
9781633756557 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 300 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Discover Juniper Falls: Create a map
of Juniper Falls with key locations from
Off the Ice, including Claire’s family
business, the rink, etc. Possibly we
could include it in a copy of the book if
it’s completed in time, but otherwise, we
could share it on EntangledTEEN.com or
as part of other promo
Off the Ice Preorder Prize Pack:
Create a Tate Tanley hockey jersey or a
team tshirt, team baseball cap, and add
team colors nail polish, popcorn, and
peanuts.
3+ = +3%

Enter Claire O’Connor, the girl Tate’s admired for years, his sister’s best
friend. Claire’s back from a year away at school to take care of her father and
help keep the family business—a hockey bar beside the ice rink—afloat. One
semester off, that’s what Claire promised herself.
And then straight back to school, out of Juniper Falls. And she has dozens of
reasons for wanting to get the hell out. Again.
Last year, the night before Claire left, she came to Tate’s rescue and what
could have been a secret that distanced them ended up drawing them closer
the moment she returned to town. For Claire and Tate, leaning on each other
feels as natural as breathing but with Claire trying her best to leave again and
Tate more rooted to his town than ever, it seems like the worst time to fall in
love. Assuming either of them can stop it from happening.
Julie lives in Central Illinois with her husband and three children. She's a lover of books,
devouring several novels a week, especially in the young adult and new adult genres. You can
find her online at www.juliecrossbooks.com.
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No One Left to Trust
Diana Rodriguez Wallach
The Bourne Identity meets Taken in this international thriller
that brings readers the thrill of espionage based on true events,
and a mysterious family drama that will keep pages turning.
Anastasia Phoenix has always been the odd girl out, whether moving from
city to international city with her scientist parents or being the karate champ
who speaks four languages—and most definitely as the orphan whose only
sister is missing, presumed dead.

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / T H R ILL E R S
& SUSPENSE
Entangled: Teen | 2/7/2017
9781633756083 | $9.99 / $13.00 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Part of a multi-month YA Thriller
Promo: Featuring Lost Girls, No One
Left To Trust, and Violet Grenade. (May
incorporate books like Julie Cross’
Chasing Truth as well.)
Clue-Like Murder Mystery: Develop a
Facebook-based or other online game in
which players have to gather clues to
solve the mystery of what happened to
Keira, but can be expanded to include
additional mysteries that Anastasia has
to solve

When Anastasia finds her sister’s bathroom covered in blood but with no
body, she’s the only one who believes Keira might still be alive. The
suggestion that her devoted sister and legal guardian is the victim of a random,
dead-end homicide is too much for Anastasia to bear. If the police refuse to
investigate her sister’s disappearance as a missing persons case, then
Anastasia will have to do it on her own. Because nothing is as it seems, and
Keira’s behavior the last few weeks isn’t making sense.
Anastasia is sucked into an international mystery, tracking her sister across
continents with the help of a mysterious Spanish boy she’s starting to fall for.
But Anastasia can’t shake the feeling that someone else is pulling the
strings…
Diana Rodriguez Wallach is the author of three award-winning young adult novels: Amor
and Summer Secrets, Amigas and School Scandals, and Adios to All The Drama, as well as
Mirror, Mirror, a YA short-story collection. In 2010 Diana was named one of the Top Ten
New Latino Authors to Watch by LatinoStories.com. She placed second in the International
Latino Book Awards. In June, Diana will begin her new position as Creative Writing Teacher
for Johns Hopkins University’s Center for Talented Youth.
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Atlantis Quest
Gloria Craw
The exciting sequel to the story Kirkus Reviews called "An
enchanting debut from a promising new author of paranormal
YA."

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 2/7/2017
9781633756038 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 356 pages | Carton Qty: 25
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781633752832
Ebook ISBN: 9781633752849

After all they'd cost me, I thought I was done with the Truss clan. I was
wrong. Nikki Dawning, my mortal enemy, has been kidnapped, and I've been
asked to spy on a hive of Truss to help find her. The pull between Ian and I
has never been stronger, but he can't help me this time. I have to rely on
Theron, a bad-tempered cousin I didn't know I had, to protect me if it comes
down to a fight. But how far am I willing to go to protect the common good
when I'm not sure what the common good really is anymore? I'm starting to
feel like I'm being used...as a weapon. If I'm going to be the next Laurel clan
chief, I can't afford to let that happen.
Gloria Craw grew up in the desert southwest, inspired every day by the wide skies and rich
colors around her. After high school, she attended the University of Utah where she majored
and got a degree in anthropology. These days, she lives in the 'burbs' just outside of Seattle,
Washington where she is the shepherd of a husband, four daughters and a very hairy dog.
www.gloriacraw.com

M AR K E T I N G

Include some sample chapters of
Atlantis Reborn in the paperback of
Atlantis Quest.
Include book club / teacher discussion
questions in the paperback
Include an exclusive interview with Gloria
Craw in copies destined for B&N in the
US and Chapters / Indigo in Canada
Readalong of Atlantis Quest as a means
to get readers excited for Atlantis Reborn
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Atlantis Reborn
Gloria Craw
The third and final book in the Atlantis Rising series is a wholly
satisfying, romantic adventure perfect for fans of Ally Condie’s
Atlantia.
After risking everything to restore peace between the fifteen clans of
Atlantis, I thought I was done battling for the greater good. But my dead
mother is talking to me again, and that only happens when our kind is on the
verge of a disaster.

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 3/7/2017
9781633756090 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Hardcover | 350 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Atlantis Rising Trilogy World
Building: Fantasy worlds are so much
more REAL when accompanied by a
map or detailed storyboard, so we should
create these to share with readers
Read along of Atlantis Quest: In
advance of Atlantis Reborn’s release to
drum up more excitement for the series
and get new readers. (Feature Read
Along of Atlantis Rising in the post for
those new to the series.)
Pre-order Campaign: Including
exclusive swag pack

Someone has the formula to create hybrid dewing, and they’re offering it up
for a price. The chiefs are so desperate to increase our population they refuse
to see the price just might be our souls.

In a few days, I’ll officially be the Laurel clan chief. Ian has my heart and
Theron has my back, but do I stand a chance of stopping this disaster? Only
one thing is certain…it’s my destiny to try.
Gloria Craw grew up in the desert southwest, inspired every day by the wide skies and rich
colors around her. After high school, she attended the University of Utah where she majored
and got a degree in anthropology. These days, she lives in the ‘burbs’ just outside of Seattle,
Washington where she is the shepherd of a husband, four daughters and a very hairy dog.
www.gloriacraw.com
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Secrets of a Reluctant Princess
Casey Griffin
Told in a humorous voice that young readers will love, Secrets
of a Reluctant Princess is a fun twist on the “bait and switch”
trope, perfect for fans of Lindsay Leavitt or Leila Sales.
It's bad enough that Adrianna (Andy) Bottom, fifteen-year-old daughter of
Bottom’s Bathrooms and Accessories tycoon, has to move before her junior
year, but now every awkward moment will be recorded for Hollywood’s latest
reality show, Bathroom Barons. From the moment Andy steps into her new
school, all eyes are on her.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 3/7/2017
9781633755932 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Geek Culture 101: Series of teasers
about larping, Asdor, and the characters
found therein to get excitement for the
book
Entangled TEEN Re-watch of the
Larping episode from TV Show Being
Erica with Cassandra Griffin, Leah
Rae Miller, Julie Hammerle, and
Entangled TEEN
Geek Culture-Specific Speed Round
Interview with Cassandra Griffin

Unused to her newfound popularity and feeling pressure from her rising-star
parents, she escapes to the world of Asdor, where brave warriors battle over
treasure and claim to the throne—well, the lot behind the neighborhood
Costco where geeks run around in bedsheet cloaks and garbage-can armor. To
avoid total social exile, she wears a mask to hide her identity, but her secret
prevents her from getting close to Sir Kevin, a noble knight of Asdor and a
local hardware store clerk.
As the battle for the throne escalates, so do her feelings for Kevin, but the
demand for better TV ratings threatens to expose her LARPing, and she
struggles to keep her public life and her secret life separate before it all goes
down the toilet. Will Andy crumble under the pressure of the spotlights, or
will she finally embrace who she’s really meant to be?
Casey Griffin can often be found at comic conventions on her days off from her day job, driving
400-ton dump trucks in Northern Alberta, Canada. As a jack of all trades with a resume
boasting registered nurse, English teacher, and photographer, books are her true passion.
Casey is a 2012 Amazon Breakthrough Novel finalist, and is currently busy writing every
moment she can. http://caseygriffin.com/
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True Born
L.E. Sterling
An extremely compelling start to a high-concept sci-fi series
perfect for fans of Alexandra Bracken or Marie Lu.
Splicer. Laster. True Born.
In Dominion City, once you reach eighteen they're supposed to tell you.
Plague has taken half the population, and the remaining Lasters wait without
hope for their genes to self-destruct. Only the elite Upper Circle can afford
potentially life-prolonging Splicer treatments. For seventeen-year old
identical twins Lucy and Margot Fox, though, the tests never end - yet no one
seems to be ready to reveal what they are.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / L OV E &
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 3/7/2017
9781633756045 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781633753198
Ebook ISBN: 9781633753259

When Margot disappears, a desperate Lucy has no choice but to put her faith
in the Plague-resistant True Borns, led by the charismatic Nolan Storm and
the beautiful but deadly Jared Price. As Lucy and the True Borns set out to
rescue her sister, they stumble upon a vast conspiracy stretching from
Dominion’s street preachers to shady Russian tycoons. But why target the
Fox sisters?
As they say in Dominion, it’s in the blood.

M AR K E T I N G

Include some sample chapters of True
North in the paperback of True Born
Include book club / teacher discussion
questions in the paperback
Include an exclusive interview with L.E.
Sterling in copies destined for B&N in the
US and Chapters / Indigo in Canada
Included deleted scenes or scenes from
Jared’s perspective from events of True
Born only available in the paperback
version
Readalong of True Born as a means to
get readers excited for True North

L.E. Sterling had an early obsession with sci-fi, fantasy and romance to which she remained
faithful even through an M.A. in Creative Writing and a PhD in English Literature. She is the
author of cult hit Y/A novel The Originals (under pen name L.E. Vollick) and the urban
fantasy Pluto’s Gate. Originally hailing from Parry Sound, Ontario, L.E. spent most of her
summers roaming across Canada in a van - inspiring her writing career. She currently lives in
Toronto, Ontario.
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True North
L.E. Sterling
An amazing sequel to a high-concept sci-fi series perfect for
fans of Moira Young, Alexandra Bracken, or Marie Lu.

J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / S C I E N C E
FI C T I O N
Entangled: Teen | 4/4/2017
9781633755956 | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Hardcover | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

With her world in ashes and her twin sister Margot carried off to Russia,
eighteen-year-old Lucy Fox has no choice but to rely upon the kindness of
her True Born friends. But Nolan Storm, mysterious leader of the True Borns,
has his own agenda: by leveraging Lucy’s connections, he intends to infiltrate
the powerful Upper Circle. When Storm backtracks on his promise to rescue
Margot, Lucy takes her fate into her own hands. With the help of a new but
mysterious friend, Alastair – and one spitting mad True Born bodyguard, Jared
Price, who is his own world of complications – Lucy sets off for Russia, with
its whispered rumors of Plague Cure.
Yet as Lucy and her friends arrive on the new shore, the trio discovers not all
is as it appears…and discovering the secrets contained by the Fox sisters'
blood before they wind up dead is just the beginning.
As they say in Dominion, sometimes it’s not who you are. It’s what.

M AR K E T I N G

This book series has TV potential with
Glamazon Pictures, possibly with The
CW.
Huge Pre-order Campaign: Including
specific swag pack, maybe something
with antlers or the “tree” or details of
Lucy and Margot’s blood test results
True Born World Building: Detailed
storyboard of the True Born characters,
how they look & what superpowers they
have

L.E. Sterling had an early obsession with sci-fi, fantasy and romance to which she remained
faithful even through an M.A. in Creative Writing and a PhD in English Literature - where she
completed a thesis on magical representation. She is the author of cult hit Y/A novel The
Originals (under pen name L.E. Vollick) and the urban fantasy Pluto's Gate. Originally
hailing from Parry Sound, Ontario, L.E. spent most of her summers roaming across Canada in a
van - inspiring her writing career.
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Car Crash Hearts
Kelley York and Rowan Altwood
Fans of Everything, Everything will fall in love with Luc and
Evelyn, on a road trip for the ages before Luc’s failing heart
finally gives out.
When Luc Argent’s body begins to reject his new heart, he knows he doesn't
have a lot of time left. Which means he’s pushing everyone away more than
he usually does in order to minimize the collateral damage when he finally
kicks the bucket.
Then Evelyn comes back to town.
J U V E N IL E FI C T I O N / H E ALT H &
DA ILY LI V I N G / D I S E A S E S ,
ILL N E S S E S & I N J U R I E S
Entangled: Teen | 4/4/2017
9781633755949 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 25
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Luc’s Unsent Emails: What if Luc had
written a series of emails over the three
years since he last saw Evelyn, but
never sent them. The authors should
develop a series of emails representing
the life he’d lived without her in it, the
life that he wanted to tell her about, but
couldn’t, that can be sent as a series of
newsletters only to subscribers. Perhaps
one can also be shared on the Entangled
TEEN newsletter as a means of
converting our existing reader base into
Kelley / Rowan fans.

Evelyn left California—and her best friend Luc—three years ago. Since then,
she hasn’t gotten so much as an e-mail from him. So when she returns and he
shows up at her doorstep with an insane idea for an impromptu road trip, she
doesn't know what to think. Running away with a guy is something her
mother does. Not her.
But even after all this time she doesn’t know how to tell Luc no. Just like Luc
hasn’t learned how to tell Evelyn about his illness and how serious it really is.
He has a destination in mind, he has a plan, and it all revolves around him and
Evelyn and what little time he has left.
Kelley York and Rowan Altwood are a wife and wife writing team living in central California
with their daughter and way too many cats. Kelley is the author of Hushed, Made of Stars, and
Modern Monsters, and Car Crash Hearts is Rowan’s debut.
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